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Abstract

Statement of Thesis

Architecture, through multiplicity and depth, can bring a fuller understanding to our
complex human condition. Literal liminality is a tangible event associated with the bodily
transition between, or with simultaneous occupation of, two dissimilar locations. These
locations may be separated by a boundary or space. Intellectual, or conceptual, liminality
is the simultaneous acceptance of two dissimilar notions or beliefs, a difficult "composite
conclusion." Contradictory readings of the same object or space separate these
impressions. Both modes of understanding may be supported physically, and more
specifically, architecturally. The architectural enterprise, as an art, may literally, that is
formally/spatially, advance intellectual liminal understandings of a site. Architecture,
through the use of liminality, can demonstrate how experience and concept are mutually
supportive in bringing a fuller understanding to places.
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Preface

This thesis intends to explore the value of literal and intellectual liminality in creating an
architecture that reflects a culture's multiplicity and depth. I gradually became aware of
the value of these issues and problems to architecture during my three years of graduate
study at the University of Tennessee College of Architecture and Design. It is an
evolving interest. The project is a specific architectural proposal that addresses these
architectural issues and problems. The investigation and proposal are intended to
challenge the reader intellectually and phenomenally.
This written and graphic document contains an analysis and understanding of the
implications of architectural liminality, a definition of the scope and intention of the
thesis, an explanation of the site and program and their implications on design strategies,
and an investigation and analysis of relevant building types and precedent.
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Chapter 1

Goals of Thesis:

Architectural Liminality Explored

Meanings of liminality

The Oxford English Dictionary offers a definition of 'liminal': first, "of or relating to a
sensory threshold" (OED Online). The sensory threshold lies between two conditions
allowing both conditions to be experienced simultaneously even when conditions seem to
be mutually incompatible. Thus liminality has the possibility of inclusion - allowing
contradictions to exist with at least a form of certainty and resolution. Thus liminality can
be a potent concept in creating an architecture that is rich and diverse, with multiple
understandings of who we are and how we construct we places we inhabit.
As an adopted architectural term, liminality is interpreted in numerous ways. The idea
may inspire design in literal ways, such as the configuration of a space at the edge of a
structure that is sensed as both exterior and interior, or in intellectual terms, the dual
meanings that are associated with this experience, such as prospect and refuge, a duality.
The perceptual limen, in this example, is the space, which is neither indoor nor outdoor,
and yet both. The conceptual limen is a composite conclusion. Two dissimilar notions,
prospect and refuge, for example, may be held simultaneously, leaving the person is a
state of fluctuating comprehension. This thesis states the possibility that such literal
liminal architectural means may support intellectual liminal understandings. After a
thorough investigation into the ways other architectural precedents accomplish this task,
this thesis supports this statement with the production of a new project.
The anthropologist Victor Turner offers an understanding of this reality as it relates to
societal ritual. "Turner defines liminality as a 'period of margin' and an ambiguous
'interstructural situation' related to such themes as rites of passage or 'transitions
between states "' (Koetter, 68).
The communication of sacra and other forms of esoteric instruction really
involves three processes, though these should not be regarded as in series
but as in parallel. The first is the reduction of culture into recognized
components or factors; the second is their recombination in fantastic or
monstrous patterns and shapes; and the third is their recombination in
ways that make sense with regard to the new state and status that the that
the neophytes will enter. (Turner, 100)
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Of use here is, first, the suggestion that an architecture that represents
characteristics of a culture may reduce that characteristic to a recognizable motif
that the architect can employ within design. Second, the architect may freely
abstract the feature and its use in the design. Third, the abstraction and reuse
should represent the transitional state of the culture in a way that demonstrates the
dualities that exist. We may reinterpret the monstrosity of the result as just the
degree to which the architect chooses to subtly, or intensely, abstract, or represent,
the functional recombination. Turner, by unaware analogy, encourages the
architect to allow oneself the "freedom to juggle with the factors of existence"
constructing an architecture that represents the "in-between" state (Turner, 106).
Fred Koetter, as a professor at the Harvard Graduate School of Design, observed that the
ambiguity of the liminal experience, whether perceptual or conceptual, is stimulating
(Koetter, 63). Koetter writes, " ... [L]iminality may here be interpreted as a condition of
sustained (perhaps perpetual) transition, a 'threshold' situation which is caught between,
and in defiance of, direct definition by way of customary categories" (Koetter, 65).
Koetter sites supportive architectural examples. One is Vincent Mulcahy' s commentary
on the Villa Medici of Annibale Lippi: (Koetter, 68)
Villa Medici is sandwiched between an everyday world and an idealized
world represented by its back garden. The front fa9ade is common, planar
and contemporary; the back fa9ade is highly articulated with antique
paraphernalia. Each face belongs to the world it confronts and at once to
the building between. Villa Medici heightens the experience of and extends
the 'special situation ' of wavering between two worlds. Within its two
primary faces external structural assertions are not binding; its interstitial
space exists as a realm of pure possibility.

The two facades represent their constituent worlds, but how the interstitial space
represents the duality, and how the experience of that space supports the
intellectual premise, are most important. The "in between" has the potential to
present dynamic transformations of program, construction, structure, form and
space which may invoke meaning. Orientation and movement through time and
space during the transition between worlds is critical to this thesis, as you will see
later.
Significance of liminality

We, in attempting to understand our condition, our place in our world, tend to simplify
and categorize our relationships, feelings and creations. We reduce our ideas to simple
beliefs that are more easily comprehended and managed. We reduce or surroundings, our
architecture, to styles, or systems of construction that are either this or that, or programs
and typologies that are easily distinguished from one another. The consequence is
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inventions with one-dimensional meaning - of diminished quality. Donald Kunze, a
geographer who describes how we understand places, writes, "Western philosophy
abstracts universals into empirical ideals where "the middle is logically excluded." "It is a
territory cursed by logic, where no theory may build without paradox. It is a zone which
must be bridged to avoid the greater catastrophe of positing two worlds" (Kunze, 26).
Koetter suggests that the concept of liminality can enrich architecture through the
availability of multiplicity and depth (Koetter, 63). Kunze states, "What is best and most
beautiful in the human world lies between, or spans, the chasm between subjects and
objects" (Kunze, 25). Kant notes that the middle calls for "an art hidden in the depths of
the human soul" (Kant, 72).
Architecture, as that formal art, can represent and support a cultural condition. These
cultural conditions, though, are complex and changing. Architecture, therefore, must
recognize this complexity and employ the characteristic features of culture in a more
complex manner. Cultures, progressing through time, are not reducible to a simple
categorization. Understanding a culture requires recognizing its middle position between
states as it progress through time. In order to represent and support a culture, architecture
must develop a language that is also of the middle realm - one that presents these
complex dualities and the dialectic between them that influences the change. Architecture
then will have value and meaning, and architecture itself will consequently progress with
the culture.
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Chapter 2

Site Selection:

A City of Simultaneous Contradiction

This architectural thesis project represents and supports the complex cultural condition of
New Orleans. Its ethnicity is, in many ways, a composite of contradictory beliefs and
customs. Their religion, music, food, government, language and architecture are, more so
than most other cultures, in a seemingly perpetual state of transition affected by very
disparate influences. The traditional name, the Creole, has become synonymous with
things that are difficult to describe or categorize. In order to describe their religion, for
example, it is neither Catholic nor tribal ritual, and yet both. Their way of life is so
intensely liminal that the complex relationships are intensely discemable. Throughout the
history of New Orleans composite traditions were fashioned from seemingly
incompatible concepts, resulting in doctrines that are neither this nor that, and yet both.
This liminal condition occurs in many ways and on many levels - often architecturally.
The linear components of the specific tout ensemble 1 of focus is a complex sequence of
literal thresholds in the French Quarter, or Vieux Carre,' near the Mississippi River.
These architectural thresholds support activities that are unique to the Creole culture, and
define their ethnicity as one in a sustained transition between past and present.
Site - General: New Orleans

New Orleans is one of North America's most distinctive and culturally diverse cities. It is
in many ways difficult to define. Multiple incongruous religious and cultural groups
make up its persona. The city seems to easily accept any radical viewpoint and
incorporate it into a condition of complex dualities. It is the 'Big Easy' because 'anything
goes', without discrepancy.
A City Below Sea Level, Between Land and Sea, on the edge of the Mississippi
River
New Orleans is located in southeastern Louisiana on the Mississippi River, about 180 km
(about 110 mi) from the Gulf of Mexico. The city was founded on a site mostly below sea
level, on the east bank of the Mississippi and south of Lake Pontchartrain. The city
1

The Vieux Carre's pioneer preservation legislation of 1936 recognized its unique spatial qualities. A 1941
court case defined the inclusiveness of the preservation mandate, "using the term tout ensemble embracing buildings, and their changes over time, and their context of streets and other open spaces... The
Quarter is a chronicle of change over time, a palimpsest showing how a living community came to be the
way it is - and how it continues to change. (Heard, 15)
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constructed pumps to uncover land for it to expand. The Lake Pontchartrain Causeway,
which connects New Orleans and St. Tammany Parish, spans 24 miles, making it the
longest above-water highway bridge in the world. The bridge is at once a highway and a
bridge. Built on the deposited soils of the delta, the city is in a precarious location, in a
seemingly transient state (see figure A-1). It is constantly in danger of being submerged
annually by a hurricane. It is a city on deposited silt, below sea level, between land and
sea, on the edge of the Mississippi River. Early records refer to the blocks in French as
iles, referring to when the frequent floods turned the streets into canals. The sidewalk is
still called the banquet in local usage.
The French, Spanish, American City
French explorers and pioneers brought Roman Catholicism to the Louisiana Territory in
1696. New Orleans was settled in 1718 as the home of the Roman Catholic Church in
America. The city had an irregular city plan that was characteristic of the French. New
Orleans was under French rule until it was ceded to Spain in 1763. Spain ruled until 1803
when the French expelled them. The French immediately gave Louisiana to the United
States. The city burned and was rebuilt during the Spanish rule as an orderly, stately
Spanish city. The street plan of the French Quarter has survived intact from the grid
which engineer Adrean de Pauger laid out in 1721. New Orleans is famously lax in
enforcing some forms of civic order but it's streets and squares remain rigidly ordered.
Most of the Old Spanish City, with French adjustments, stands today as artifact and
testament to its multidimensional existence as a Spanish and French and American city
(see figure A-2). It is one of the few cities in the United States that was able to preserve
numerous heritages without denying any individual one.
Ethnicity in Sustained Transition
A unique French-Spanish culture known as Creole still thrives in New Orleans and has a
major influence on the city's cuisine and cultural life. The Creole somehow caused their
city to resist complete Americanization. They have not blended with mainstream society,
and their ethnicity is in sustained transition between their ancestral Spanish and French
traditions. Their customs cannot be unambiguously classified without creating a class
exclusively for them.
Cajun and Creole Cooking - A Concoction
African slaves, Native Americans, and Caribbean seamen added their flavors to the
cuisine of the melting pot that became New Orleans. Frenchmen brought their traditional
style of cooking from the continent, and as rich aristocrats, they also brought along their
chefs. The next group to be displaced was French-speaking people from the Acadia
region of Nova Scotia. The Acadians were called Cajuns by the local Native American
tribes. Both groups mixed their traditional dishes with the cuisines of African slaves and
Caribbean seamen to form the Cajun and Creole dishes for which New Orleans is
famous.
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Do You Speak 'Coon-ass'?
According to the 1990 census, approximately 250,000 Louisianans responded that French
was the principal language spoken in their homes. The Council for the Development of
French, in accordance with Legislative Act No. 409 of 1968, is empowered to "do any
and all things necessary to accomplish the development, utilization, and preservation of
the French language as found in Louisiana for the cultural, economic and touristic benefit
of the state." "As found in Louisiana" is included because numerous dialects exist that
are far removed from the continental French language. This pidgin-French is evidence of
the sustained cultural transition from French to American.
New Orleans Jazz - A Diverse Composition
West Indian blacks introduced the song and dance rhythms of Haiti into Creole culture.
These Haitian rhythms, mixed with those of American blacks, became the basis for New
Orleans jazz. Ragtime, blues, spirituals, marches, and popular "tin pan alley" music
converged. New Orleans jazz was a style of playing which drew from all of the above
and presented an idiomatic model based on a concept of collective, rather than solo,
improvisation. One can clearly hear the collective as well as each inherited element.
Morality of the In-between
Commerce formed the economic base of the city. Because of this, many New Orleans
merchants initially opposed the secession of Louisiana from the United States during the
Civil War, as they feared that it would disrupt commercial ties with the North. New
Orleans was a city as deep in the south as a city can be, but was sympathetic with the
Union - a contradiction in terms.
Vodou - Catholicism and Tribal Ritual
Slaves of the plantation owners were required to practice Roman Catholicism. By
combining elements of the religion with tribal religions of western Africa, into Voodoo,
(or more accurately Vodou) the slaves were able to please their owners as well as their
god. Vodou cults worship a high god, Bon Dieu, ancestors or, more generally, the dead,
twins and spirits called loa. The loa, which may vary from cult to cult, are African tribal
gods that are usually identified with Roman Catholic saints. The snake god, for example,
is identified with St. Patrick. Other elements of Roman Catholicism in Vodou include the
use of candles, bells, crosses, and prayers and the practices of baptism and making the
sign of the cross. Among the African elements are dancing and drumming. Behind the
Cathedral, Orleans Street still cuts four blocks in half, establishing an axis from the
Cathedral Garden to Congo Square, the site of slave gatherings and dances in the
nineteenth century. Even today, Vodou practitioners are able to temporarily resolve both
beliefs, not by mixing rituals, but by practicing both simultaneously in the same
ceremony. Mother Mary watches over the chicken sacrifice.
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Catholicism - Advent, Christmas, Epiphany, Mardi Gras, Lent, Easter, Pentacost
and Ordinary Time (the Time In-between)
Most Roman Catholics communities celebrate Carnival, or Mardi Gras. Mardi Gras in
New Orleans is famous for its atmosphere, especially in the French Quarter, of drunken
euphoria and general abandon. This iniquitous event became part of the churches
liturgical year in the 4th century. The Carnival season is marked by spectacular parades
featuring floats, pageants, elaborate costumes, masked balls, and dancing in the streets.
Mardi Gras season begins with the feast of Epiphany, a holiday commemorating the day
three kings arrived from the East to honor the birth of the Christ child. Mardi Gras is the
last opportunity for revelry and indulgence in food and drink before the temperance of
Lent, a period of fasting and penitence traditionally observed by Christians in preparation
for Easter. The Roman Catholics of New Orleans somehow retain this composite view of
reality - indulgence and penitence.
Cities of the Dead - a perpetual transition
Ninety percent of all burials in New Orleans are in above ground crypts and vaults. It
followed Spanish custom and the city's mud foundations, because of its position below
sea level, made underground burial impossible. The walls of these cemeteries are built of
economical vaults that are stacked on top of one another. The rich and wealthier families
could afford the larger ornate tombs with crypts. Many family tombs look like miniature
houses complete with iron fences. The rows of tombs resemble streets. New Orleans
burial plots quickly became known as "Cites of the Dead." This in-between state of New
Orleans past residents, between life and reunification with the earth, places their bodies in
a condition of sustained (perhaps perpetual) transition.
Vampires - The Perpetual Interstitial Realm
The city hosts legends of real vampires in its history. There are many contemporary
vampire covens are in the dark and macabre city. The undead lurk in the French Quarter
and tourists can pay to tour near their haunts. The tours start on the steps of St. Louis
Cathedral. Obviously these unusual creatures of the perpetual interstitial realm found a
home with a condition conducive to them. One of New Orleans most famous vampires
was the Vampire Louis who, in Anne Rice's novel, Interview with a Vampire, agonizes
with his liminal position between life and death and with his bisexuality.
The French Quarter - Sex shops and Cathedrals
Bourbon Street divides the French Quarter in half. The blocks above Bourbon Street are
mostly residential, but Bourbon Street and the two blocks below are lined with strip
clubs, sex shops, and gay and straight bars whose rowdy crowds spill onto the street. It
has a raucous reputation for this reason. These immoral establishments coexist with the
original tenants, the St. Louis Cathedral with its auxiliary presbytery, convents, and
clergy houses. A short street has been cut through mid block so that a statue of Mother
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Mary, on the grounds behind the Cathedral, has a clear view to Bourbon Street. The place
encourages the blurring of categories and the confounding of distinctions.
As they say in New Orleans, "Vaya con Dios " (Go with God) AND "Laissez !es hon
temps rouler " (Let the good times roll!)
Site - Specific: The French Market Place

The French Market, located between the original city and the river, was the place that the
Creole came into contact with the rest of the world. The market grew to a quarter mile,
thin, linear sequence of market houses on reclaimed land from the river. The market is an
in-between zone. On one side is the city; on the other is the river, which connects to the
ocean and the world (see figure A-3).
The markets were originally open air with more permanent components, such as storage
and equipment, placed where needed. The result was a hybrid condition of varying
degrees of temporary and permanent. This condition was ideal for · the kinds of
interactions that made the market more than just a market. This condition shaped
idiosyncratic in-between spaces that allowed the mixed uses to actually mix and influence
each other. As the program became more globalized and homogenized permanent shops
were built under the original market canopies filling in all the in-between spaces (see
figure A-4). The market houses became a kind of false hybrid - permanent enclosed
shops disguised as market houses (see figure A-5). At the end of the sequence remains
two blocks where permanent enclosed shops and open-air markets still remain in their
separate conditions. They have been marked for demolition (see figure A-6). My
objective is to produce a composite typology that allows for both conditions in a kind of
dialog with one another so as to prevent its otherwise inevitable homogenization (see
figure A-7).
At the end of the sequence, between the French Market and the Old U.S. Mint, is French
Market Place (see figure A-8). French Market Place isn't really a street, but a cul-de-sac
that houses several small shops and stores. The lot is an inchoate area left over as the
markets pull away from the rational city grid to follow the curve of the strong and fickle
river. The area is a noticeable anomaly in the Quarter. The resulting rift between the river
and the grid was paved with concrete. The flea market frequently spills over into French
Market Place, filling the undeveloped gap with a jumble of tents and delivery trucks (see
figure A-9). It offers an opportunity for intervention.
As is the case with many old buildings and institutions in New Orleans, the French
Market is French in name and spirit, but Spanish/American in construction and design.
French Market Place is one of the most re-built sections of the Vieux Carre, having been
destroyed several times by fires and hurricanes. The Market is arranged linearly as a
sequence of mostly open-air buildings - flea market, farmer's market, vegetable market,
cuisine market and Dutch Alley, bazaar market, and butcher's market. The Market is
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edged on the city side by a row of shops that provide addition market space (see figure A1 0) and on the riverside by the levee wall (see figure A-6). Dining and music venues are
scattered haphazardly throughout the zone.
The Market is a literal threshold between the River and the French Quarter. It is a
microcosm of the historic economic foundation of the city. It is the place were suppliers
brought their wares from the world (via the river) to interact and sell to the restaurant
owners and residents of the French Quarter. It is a zone between land and water
supporting the social interactions that define this port city. The Market still provides for
residents and tourists in just this way today.
This gap is a threshold situated between two distinct entities - the strong and fickle river
and the rational grid of the Quarter. It is intensely charged with liminality, as a
perceptible transition from one place to another - so that the site becomes a linkage
through which one may pass or simultaneously occupy both. The Market, in formal
terms, is open air and therefore physically permeable. This is the liminal site in the literal
sense. The site is conceptually symbolic of the social activities that define the urban
Creole lifestyle. The Market's form and space should be symbolic of the dual condition
that occurs there - city/world, prospect/refuge, grided/sinuous, and stability/flux. It is
understood as either belonging to either the landing or the city, or as a fluctuating zone
that mutually supports both. An intervention here can augment the Market by
enlightening metaphorically, the relationship between, and value of, each condition.
With the exception of these blocks, all other blocks in the Quarter were planned exactly
the same by Adrean de Pauger laid out in 1 72 1 . This in-between condition has qualities
of the linear components of the river and the square blocks of the Quarter (see figure A7).
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Chapter 3

Site Analysis:

A Study of Multiple Contexts

Using the implied method set forth by Turner, the project reduces characteristics of the
site and context, the city and the river, to recognizable spatial/formal features, freely
abstracts these features and their uses in the design, represents the transitional state of the
culture in a way that demonstrates the dualities that exist. These are constructional,
structural, formal/spatial and material motifs.
Koetter sets forth the goal of the thesis - an architecture of multiplicity and meaning that
represents this complex middle condition. His example, the Villa Medici of Annibale
Lippi, supports the notion that opposing facades may represent two different worlds and
that the "in between" has the potential to present dynamic transformations of program,
construction, structure, form and space which may invoke meaning. The other factor,
orientation and movement through time and space, though, is more complex in the
market than in the villa. City dwellers, often restaurant owners shopping for their fresh
produce, traverse the Cartesian grid of the city down to the river infiltrating the city's
fa9ade of the market. Sellers unload at the river's fa9ade with its loading docks. The
tourists typically walk the linear path through the middle of the narrow market. The
tourist, whose role is to observe these customs, has the honor of being in a perpetual
continuation on the most intense literal limen between the two worlds (see figure B-1 and
B-2). Adjacent sites have axial relationships to the site (see figure B-3)
The site is observed as a tout ensemble. Relationships between components are most
easily understood in section (see figure B-1 3). The components are compressed linearly
into a layering of thresholds - river, levee, wharf, tracks, street, row of market houses,
undeveloped wedge, street, row of Creole townhouses.
Characteristics of each world, reduced and abstracted, need not be liminal, in themselves,
in order to be unified into single liminal project, but, as mentioned earlier, the culture is
so intensely "of both worlds" that the qualities themselves are characteristic of the literal
and conceptual "in-between" condition.
Qualities of The City

The rational street grid, planned by engineer Adrean de Pauger laid out in 1 72 1 , exists
almost unaltered, but behind the continuous street fa9ade is an environment of pure
circumstance (see figure B-4). The idiosyncratic spaces are stacked and wedged and hung
in interstices behind the streets. This condition produces in-between spaces that are
covered and open and belong to building and courtyard ( see figure B-5). The blocks were
divided methodically but time and turmoil have brought about a unique system of
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courtyard spaces (see figure B-5 and B-6). The courtyards evolved from continuous space
around freestanding cabins, to courtyards linked by covered alleys, to isolated courtyards.
Figure B-5 shows the intermediate condition on the left and the constricted condition on
the right.
The parti wall condition of the typical block results in a seemingly continuous fa�ade.
Even when a courtyard comes to the street boundary a wall is added to separate it from
the street. As one proceeds along the wall openings at sidewalk level, the continuous wall
gives discontinuous momentary views of interior rooms, alleys and courtyards (see figure
B-7). Another liminal interpretation is understanding the regular continuous fa�ade as a
diverse variety of discontinuous irregular components such as iron galleries, shutters and
signs (see figure B-8).
Most of the buildings in the Vieux Carre', regardless of type, have a fa�ade of cast iron or
wrought iron galleries. The assembly defines a zone where activities specific to the
French Quarter occur. On the balconies above observers watch streams of frivolous
party-goers, Mardi Gras parades, and beggars who double as sidewalk entertainers. The
inhabitable fa�ade is at once part of the building and part of the street. When view from
without it seems heavy/solid/enclosing, but when viewed from within it seems
light/transparent/filigreed (see figure B-9 and B-10). This contradiction is enhanced as
sunlight changes during a day. When the massive iron fa�ade is viewed against the light
colored masonry each facade can be read as the "main" fa�ade, creating a liminal
condition between heavy and light construction and between permanence and
impermanence.
Qualities of the River

The river was eventually controlled with a levee that stretches miles along the river. On
the levee, the wharfs are organized linearly along the waterfront so that boats may dock
alongside. Train tracks were then added as another layer to service the wharfs. The next
layer, still following the river and between the river and the market, was North Peters
Street giving access to both. The river itself provides another linear element to the
composition (see figure B-11). These thin layered zones became the source of foreign
religions, music, foods, governments and languages.
The wharfs are constructed of column and truss systems so the merchandise may be
moved around freely within the thin-skinned boxes. The columns are driven as piles into
the shifting mud of the Mississippi. This layering of structural systems offered
abstractable qualities to incorporate into the hybrid market house (see figure B-12).
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Chapter 4

Program Selection:
Cultural Exchange

The program, commerce, which occurs at the literal threshold between the two worlds,
not only conceptually represents the Creole way of life, but is the activity that defines
their ethnicity. The architecture, therefore, not only represents, but also plays an active
role in defining this ethnicity of the "in-between." Beyond commerce, the market, as
place of cultural exchange, symbolizes the duality of the refuge of the city and the
prospect offered by the world.
French Market Place was chosen as the specific site, a new market house as typology and
market activities as the program. The activities that took place historically at the market
were some of the most influential in defining the present cultural condition of the Creole.
New Orleans, because of its location on the Mississippi River, has been an international
port for North America since 1 7 1 8. It has been the point of contact with the religions,
music, foods, governments, languages and architectures of the world. This role of trade
defines the culture. More specifically, the French Market, located between the original
city, the French Quarter or Vieux Carre' , and the river was the place that the Creole came
into contact with the rest of the world. The market grew to a quarter mile, thin, linear
sequence of market houses. The market is a zone. On one side is the city; on the other is
the river, which connects to the ocean and the world. The original market houses were
simple trabeated structures open on both sides so that trade, involving religions, music,
foods, governments and languages, could occur inside. The market is symbolic of both
worlds; it belongs to both worlds. Its architecture should embody the complex and
changing relationship between the Creole and the rest of the world.
Functions that take place in the market are various and interdependent and range in
permanence. The structured and the ad hoc, the untrained and the refined, the
distinguished and the common, the sophisticated and the crude, the established and the
flexible impact each others character resulting in a liminal persona of New Orleans. See
Appendix C: Program Selection for a descriptive pictorial of program functions. A goal
of the thesis is to support the blurring of boundaries that already exist between the
heterogeneous components here. Figure 1 lists related functions.
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Music Shop

Courtyard Jazz Band

Sidewalk Trumpet Player

Upscale Creole Restaurant
Cajun Sausage Dog Stand
Alligator-on-a-stick Stand
Hurricane Stand
Produce and Seafood Market

Fine Antiques
African Tribal Imports
Fine Jewelry
Asian Crafts
Beaded Hair Weavers

Face Painters
Small Fine Art Gallery
Portrait Painters

Religious Book Store
Tarot Card / Palm Reader
Voodoo Souvenirs
Figure 1 . The Liminal Program. Functions that take place in the market are various and
interdependent and range in permanence.
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Chapter 5

Program Analysis:

A Study in Market Diversity

The market has three main components, temporary flexible open-air floors, semi
permanent pods and permanent enclosed shops and restaurants (see figure 2). These are
integrated into a single scheme so that each part of the program may affect the other - in
a kind of programmatic dialog. See Appendix E: Parti Strategies and Alternatives for
these integration strategies.
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Summary of Program Functions

Function
Delivery system
Delivery parking (ground level)
Loading dock
Freight elevators
Security/distributor ports

65 @ 130 sf =
650 If x 10 If=

8,450
6,500
1,000

Market
Temporary open-air floor
Semi-permanent pods
Permanent enclosed shops / restaurants

16 @ 1500 asf =

25,000
25,000
24,000

Market support areas
Maintenance with storage
Public restrooms
Mechanical electric room
Open space / circulation / sidewalk stages
Administration office suite
Total Building Area
Figure 2. Summary of Program Functions.

1,000
1,000
350
60,000
5,000
160,000
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Chapter 6

Precedents :

Liminal Architecture

After studying the liminality of the market program and the formal/spatial,
constructional/structural/material and movement/time based liminal character of the
French Quarter, the Wharf and the in-between Market Zone, I analyzed many precedents
for architectural strategies that might further inform the thesis. The five that most
influenced the project design are featured here
Villa Mairea by Alvar Aalto in Helsinki, Finland (1938-1939) is an illustration of the

transitional phase between functionalism and Finnish peasant building - a dual persona.
It represents ideas about the human condition by depicting opposing themes - nature and
culture, the rustic and the urban, and the primitive hut and the refined villa - in its
handling of space and materials. Random elements and freeform structures and spaces are
place in relationships with regular, rectilinear components. White walls are put adjacent
to against wood and stone in specific ways. Inner and outer space is unbroken. Glass and
solid are arranged in order to defy clarity. Interior materials are in harmony with the
landscape. The dining room is particularly liminal in that it is at once confined within
nature and the villa (see figures D-1 through D-3). This precedent provokes ideas about a
hybrid building type that "belongs" to two different worlds.
The Barnes House by Patricia Patkau in Nanaimo, British Columbia, Canada (1991-

1993) is a binding condition between the structure and its contrasting landscapes. It
establishes an awareness of ourselves in a place by using the building as a focusing
device that brings particular qualities of the two sites into a meaningful relationship. It
induces an active reading that would allow the site to be perceived in a new way. The use
of material is non-didactic and could be said to be relational. The house was embedded in
the swale, the entrance between two masses of rock with their surfaces against the
earthwork. The upper level expands with open framework undulating and giving views to
the sea. The two contrasting levels are connected by the rising sequence. The earthwork
and framing of the roof are connected with sheetrock, suggesting a kind of immaterial
threshold condition (see figures D-4 and D-5). This stratagem gives possibility to a
similar kind of meaningful kind of sequence as the city dweller, the river merchant and
the tourist enter the in-between market zone.
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House II by Peter Eisenmann , like the plans and elevations of a French Quarter block,
is both structured and ad hoc. The gridded columnar system organizes the seemingly
random components and each competes for dominance in the scheme - a perceptual
fluctuation. Components align with the system only long enough to cause tension
between opposing systems (see figures D-6 and D-7).
The Villa VPRO by MVDVR has ambiguously defined courtyards, similar in some
regard to those of the interior blocks of the French Quarter, but in a minimal modern
language. Boundaries of the courtyard are "confused" because surfaces do not coincide as
expected. The idiosyncratic spaces are stacked and wedged and hung in interstices behind
the behind facades. This condition produces in-between spaces that are covered and open
and belong to building and courtyard. As sunlight moves across the courtyard floor
boundaries are further altered (see figures D-8 and D-9).
The Smith House by Richard Meier also intensifies its landscape by amplifying tension
between contrasting qualities but incorporating them into an inseparably liminal
composition. The program is first separated into public and private, designated by
differentiated structural systems, but creates a zone between that belongs to both by
pushing solids, such as the brick fireplace to the outside through the tight frame of
mullions. The glazed wall creates a subtle tension that draws the occupant across the
living space to the outside. The complimentarity of solids and voids in strong
juxtaposition creates a spatial dialog in the middle liminal zone (see figures D- 1 0). A
long narrow bridge that pierces the outer opaque wall and the solid system that houses the
private program intensifies another kind of threshold, the entrance to the house (see
figures D- 1 1 and D- 1 2). Upon traversing the oppressive threshold the occupant finds
himself within the aforementioned tenuous middle zone between solid and void. This
precedent offers two kinds of thresholds to utilize. Traversing a solid zone that dissipates
may bring a kind of movement dependent double reading of the city edge for the river
merchants, while the tourist on the market site might understand the dialog between
zones and program by inhabiting the middle zone between complimentary solids and
voids.
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Chapter 7

Parti Strategies:

A Hybrid Typology

Historically market houses have often been a crossover typology - incorporating refined
decorative detailing into an otherwise mundane industrial service structure. This
hybridized condition is a result of its dual role - temporarily warehousing mass quantities
of materials that must move around under a large roof with wide spans and acting as a
kind of system of retail shops. It is usually, as is the case in New Orleans, part of a
transportation zone (wharf, railway, highway) and part of the residential part of a
neighborhood. Train stations and greenhouses have similar dual personas and have been a
point of concern and fascination for architects for their potential to express this liminal
condition structurally.
The parti studies focused primarily on developing a spatial and programmatic dialog
between the differing typologies and programmatic functions - the temporary open-air
market floors and the permanent enclosed shops and restaurants. The expected result
would be a project that, as a whole, would amplify tension between contrasting qualities
by incorporating them into an inseparably liminal composition. In addition, an
ambiguously defined overlapping middle zone would support the dialog (see figures E- 1
through E- 1 1 ).
In accomplishing this task, the parti studies employed abstracted liminal qualities from
site and program analysis (ambiguous courtyards, overlapping in-between spaces,
structured
ad
hoc,
permanent
transformation,
fluctuating
facades,
discontinuous/continuous) inspired by logics of the architectural precedent.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions:

On Propositions, Difficulties and Limitations

Liminality in the Market Place Project is intended to focus and intensify existing
liminalities of the site, program and typology. In this way it is an architecture of
conformity. However, because the project offers an alternative to the commodified false
hybrid, permanent shops disguised as a market house, it is a critical architecture of
resistance. This is a meta-liminal purpose of architecture· - to conform and resist in a
single act. It offers, as a solution, plurality, complexity and multiplicity, so that
architecture may possess deeper meaning. However, architecture is limited in its purpose
and ability to evoke meaning. The appeal of good architecture is that its semantics are
elusive and its message is nonspecific. Furthermore, a design process, such as Turner's
ritual, should be abstract - not prescriptive.
Liminality is phenomenal and intellectual. Understanding it involves various kinds of
experience - both perceptual and conceptual - tangible and intangible. Furthermore, the
experience may depend on time and/or movement. The experience may depend on form
and space, structure, construction, material and program. It is also scale dependent and
scale limited. For example, liminality may originate from an understanding of a city
lived-in over a lifetime or from regulating lines in a tile pattern against a doorjamb upon
once crossing, or from an understanding of a city upon once crossing, or from regulating
lines in a tile pattern against a doorjamb after crossing it for a lifetime. This suggests a
final difficulty, subjectivity.
Well into the study, I had no clear vision as to what a new marketplace incorporating
both typologies and embodying the liminality of the place might be. The French Quarter
was an ideal place for inspiration, but the architectural realization was not foreseeable. In
fact, the process of architectural creation is often not clear in retrospect, and yet this is the
value of theoretical study - to further an understanding of the processes of architectural
production.
The process was a back and forth between site analysis, precedent analysis and design
stages. I often made new discoveries through additional site analysis far into the design
process. I began parti studies using Turner's implicit suggestion for redeploying
abstracted qualities, as a concept, in producing a market with characteristics of the city
and the river zones. As can be seen in the parti/massing studies, two characters, as
represented by differing materials, are dualing. Even though some attempt at ideas about
occupation and sequence are apparent in the conceptual models, architecture, and even
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more so, liminal architecture, is perceptual and experiential. Understanding the site as
abstractions of qualities from a site map, such as street grids and river profiles, wasn't
sufficient.
The precedents tended to be at a scale and detail that offered an understanding of their
modes of occupation. A study of them offered examples of what realizations of liminal
concepts might become and how they might be experienced. The precedents though, were
liminal in ways that were different New Orleans. A relational solution was necessary for
the marketplace - one that learned from the modes employed in the precedents but
embodied the kind of liminalities that were so intensely evident in the French Quarter.
With this mindset, I revisited the site. I began to notice architectural compositions that
resulted from, and contributed to, the liminal persona and activities of New Orleans and
that were only understood upon inhabiting them rather than simply abstracting a site map.
A true understanding of the street comes from that most important activity of the Quarter,
rambling the street. As one moves along, the street wall both restrains the visitor to the
street and welcomes them into lush courtyards. People dine in nooks and crannies in
galleries hung above formal courtyards. Iron galleries offer a promenade path within the
confines of both the cool dark pubs and the bright bustling street. Idiosyncratic iron
facades transform from heavy to light and compete with reserved masonry structures for
permance. Palm readers tables crowd the edges of the formal St. Louis cathedral square.
These are the experiences that reinforce the liminal concepts and add vitality and power
to the fact of liminality. These are the experiences that I drew upon in reinterpreting the
many liminal moments in the marketplace project.
These liminal concepts may be diagramed, simplified and understood in large scale
architectural drawings but the suggestions of the experience is best demonstrated in point
of view perspectives. Both are included and analyzed in Appendix F. Explanation of the
various liminalities of the Market Place Project is organized along the three different
experiential paths - city dweller, river merchant and tourist (see figure F-8). Through
accumulation of experiences along these paths the project may be understood as a liminal
whole that is part of a liminal city (see figures F-1 through F-34). Furthermore, the paths,
which occur along edges, are not exclusive, and they intersect at various points so as to
blur roles and experiences.
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Appendix A
Site Selection
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Figure A- 1. Enhanced Satellite Photograph of
New Orleans. The city lies on a threshold, on land
below sea level in a precarious and seemingly
transient state. Source: New Orleans Public
Library.

Figure A-2. Aerial View of St. Loi us Square.
A French/Spanish/American City. Source : New
Orleans Public Library Archives.

Figure A-3. Aerial Photograph of Market Houses. The site is the two block term ination (to the
right) of the quarter mile linear strip of market houses. It lies in a zone in-between the grided city and
the sinuous river. Source: New Orleans Public Library Archives.
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Figure A-4. Progressive Enclosure. As the
program became more globalized and
homogenized permanent shops were bui lt
under the original market canopies filling in
all the in-between spaces.
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Figure A-5. False Hybrid. Permanent enclosed
shops are disguised as market houses.
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Figure A-6. Demolition. Two blocks where
permanent enclosed shops and open-air
markets still remain in their separate
condition have been marked for demolition.

Figure A- 7. French Market Place. French Market
Place isn't really a street, but a cul-de-sac that houses
several small shops and stores. The lot is an inchoate
area left over as the markets pul l away from the
rational city grid.
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Figure A- 8. The Flea Market. The flea
market frequently spills over into French
Market Place, filling the undeveloped gap
with a jumble of tents and delivery trucks.

Figure A- 10. Edge of the Site, River Side.
The Market is edged on the river side by the
levee wal l.

Figure A- 9. Edges of the Site, City Side. The
Market is edged on the city side by a row of shops
that provide addition market space.

Figure A- 1 1 . Reclaimed Land. This in-between
condition has qualities of the l inear components of
the river and the square blocks. Source: Adapted
from Malcolm Heard .
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Appendix B
Site Analysis

Figure B- 1. Tourist Sequence. Tourists typical1y begin the procession at the St. Louis Cathedral
and end at the U.S. Mint (Cultural Museum).
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Figure B-2. Three Market Sequences. C ity
dwel1ers, daily merchants and tourists proceed
through the market for different purposes, in
different ways and from different directions.
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Figure B- 4. Regular/Irregular Blocks. The
rational street grid exists almost unaltered, but
behind the continuous street fa9ade is an
environment of pure circumstance. Source: Source:
New Orleans Public Library Archives.

Figure B- 5. Regularity of a City Block. Original
Lots. Source: Adapted from Malcolm Heard.

Figure B- 6. Irregularity of the City Block.
Circumstantial accommodations to the original
lots produce in-between, open and covered,
(gray) spaces that belong to bui lding and
courtyard. Source: Adapted from Malcolm
Heard.
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Figure B- 8. Regular/Irregular Facade. The
regular continuous fa9ade is a diverse variety
of discontinuous irregular components.

Figure B- 7. Continuous/Discontinuous Facade.
The continuous fa9ade gives way to discontinuous
momentary views of interior rooms, al leys and
courtyards.

Figure B- 9. Heavy,solid,enclosing Facade. Light
enhances this perception. Each fa9ade in the image
competes for dominance. Source: Malcolm Heard.

Figure B- 10. Light,transparent,filigreed
Fa�ade. This perception depends on
inhabitation.
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Figure B- 1 1 . River Elements. These thin layered
zones became the source of foreign religions,
music, foods, governments and languages.

Figure B- 1 2 . Abstracted River Elements.
This layering of structural systems offered
abstractable qualities to incorporate into the
hybrid market house.
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Figure B- 13. Tout Ensemble. The components of the tout ensemble are compressed linearly into a
layering of thresholds - river, levee, wharf, tracks, street, row of market houses, undeveloped wedge,
street and row of Creole townhouses.
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Appendix C
Program Selection
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Figure C-1 . Program Pictorial. A goal of the thesis i s to support the blurring of boundaries that
already exist between the heterogeneous programmatic components here.
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Figure C-1. Program Pictorial (continued). A goal of the thesis is to support the blurring of
boundaries that already exist between the heterogeneous programmatic components here.
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Appendix D
Precedents
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Figu re D-1. Villa Mairea, Alvar Aalto:
Transitional Phase. The vi I la is an
i 1 1 ustration of the transitional phase between
functionalism and Finnish peasant building a dual persona.

Figure D-3. Villa Mairea, Alvar Aalto: In
between space. Inner and outer space is
unbroken . Glass and solid are arranged in
order to defy clarity. The dining room is
particularly liminal in that it is at once
confined within nature and the villa.

Figure D-2. Villa Mairea, Alvar Aalto:
Dou hie Persona. Random elements and
freeform structures and spaces are place in
relationships with regular, rectilinear
components. White walls are put adj acent to
against wood and stone in specific ways.
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Figure D-4. Barnes House, Patricia Patkau:
Intense Literal Threshold. The use of
material is non-didactic and could be said to
be relational. The house was embedded in the
swale, the entrance between two masses of
rock with their surfaces against the earthwork
- creating an intense literal threshold.

Figure D-6. House II, Peter Eisenmann:
Structured Ad hoc, Plan. The house is both
structured and ad hoc. Components align with
the system only long enough to cause tension
between opposing systems.

Figure D-5. Barnes House, Patricia Patkau:
Liminal Sequence. The house is a binding
condition between the structure and its
contrasting landscapes. The upper level
expands with open framework undulating and
giving views to the sea. The two contrasting
levels (heavy and light) are connected by the
rising sequence. The earthwork and framing of
the roof are connected with sheetrock,
suggesting a kind of immaterial threshold
condition.

Figure D-7. House II, Peter Eisenmann,
Structured Ad hoc, Section. The gridded
columnar system organizes the seemingly
random components and each competes for
dominance in the scheme - a perceptual
fluctuation.
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Figure D-8. Villa VPRO, MVDVR:
Ambiguous Courtyard, Perspective. The

Figure D-9. Villa VPRO, MVDVR:
Ambiguous Courtyard, Plan. Boundaries of

villa has ambiguously defined courtyards. The the courtyard are "confused" because surfaces
do not coincide as expected.
idiosyncratic spaces are stacked and wedged
and hung in interstices behind the behind
facades. This condition produces in-between
spaces that are covered and open and belong
to building and courtyard.
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Figure D-10. Smith House, Richard Meier: In-between Space. The program is first separated
into publ ic and private, designated by differentiated structural systems, but creates a zone
between that belongs to both by pushing sol ids, such as the brick fireplace to the outside
through the tight frame of mullions. The glazed wall creates a subtle tension that draws the
occupant across the living space to the outside. The complimentarity of solids and voids in
strongj uxtaposition creates a spatial dialog in the middle liminal zone.

Figure D-1 1. Smith House, Richard Meier:
Liminal Composition. The house intensifies
its landscape by amplifying tension between
contrasting qualities but incorporating them
into an inseparably liminal composition.

Figure D-12. Smith House, Richard Meier:
Intense Threshold. Another kind of threshold,
the entrance to the house, is intensified by a
long narrow bridge that pierces the outer
opaque wall and the solid system that houses
the private program.
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Appendix E
Parti Strategies and Alternatives
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Figure E-1. Parti Study 1 .

Figure E-2. Parti Study 2.

Figure E-3. Parti Study 3.

Figure E-4. Parti Study 4.

Figure E-5. Parti Study 5.

Figure E-6. Parti Study 6, 7, and 8.
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Figure E-7. Parti Study 9.
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Figure E-8. Parti Study 10.
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Figure E-9. Parti Study 1 1.
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Appendix F
Architectural Drawings
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Figure F-1. Site Plan. Note reactions the wharf, the city block's facades, the city block's interior

courtyards, the pocket park to the east and the Old Mint to the west.
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Figure F-2. Level 1 Plan. This level is on grade with the city and below the levee.
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Figure F-3. Level 2 Plan. This level is on grade with the levee and above the city's ground level.
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Figure F-4. Aerial View. The project can be understood as a col lection of parts, as an integrated
whole or as parts of the surrounding context. (The last understanding is diffi c ult in absence of
context).
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Figure F-5. Axonometrics. The solid edge of the city is pul led away by the river opening a gash
into which elements from the river wharf protrude. The market intensifies its context by
ampl ifying tension between contrasting qual ities but incorporating them into an inseparably
liminal composition - a dual typology.

Figure F-6. Elevations. The river facing elevation (above) is a kind of threshold to the refuge of the city. The entrance to the c ity is
intensified by a long narrow bridge that pierces the regularized outer opaque wall and the solid masonry system. The city facing elevation
(below) provides a contrasting reading - a fluctuating depth and transparency, the limits of which are i ndiscern ible. The activities of the
international marketplace offer a compell ing sense of prospect. A liminal zone lies between the facades and gives occupants a clear
indication of inhabiting both realms at once.
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Figure F-7. Sections. The portion of the longitudinal section (above) and the two transverse
sections below show the ambiguity of the spaces within and the ambiguous relationship of the
project to its context.
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Figure F-8. Diagram - Three paths.
Explanation of the various liminalities of the
Market Place Project is organized along the
three different experiential paths - city dweller
(from top), river merchant (from bottom) and
tourist (left to right).

oblique angle, seems almost continuous.

Figure F-10. City Dweller Path:
Discontinuous Facade. The city-facing fa9ade,

Figure F-1 1. City Dweller Path:
Transparent Stone. Before entering the

from a more direct angle, seems discontinuous
and give views to interior courtyards.
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Figure F-9. City Dweller Path: Continuous
Facade. The city-facing fa9ade, from an

market, the city dweller is offered another
fluctuation of interpretation, a sol id granite
wall polished to reflection so as to seem light,
transparent and endless.
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Figure F-12. D iagram - Push and Pull, Plan.

Creates a zone between that belongs to both
systems by pushing solids.

Figure F-13. Diagram - Multiple Axes. The

pushing and pulling creates courtyards with
multiple axes - stratification or graining that
the city dweller must traverse.
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Figure F-14. Diagram - Push and Pull, Section. Compl imentarity of solids and voids in strong
j uxtaposition creates a spatial dialog in the middle l iminal zone.
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Figure F-15. Diagram - Inhabitable Facade.
Depth and ambiguity of the fa<;ade and the
compression of stratified zones and thresholds
is apparent. Reminiscent of the inhabitable
irregul ar iron gal leries of the city street.

Figure F-16. City Dweller Path : Multiple
Axes, A. Entering the stratified zones.

Figure F-17.- City Dweller Path: Multiple
Axes, B. The path is clearly designated by
edges but is subverted by directional ity of
spaces and forms left and right. Reminiscent of
ambiguous courtyards of the Quarter.

Figure F-18. City Dweller Path: Multiple
Axes, C. The cross axes and ambiguity offer
potential for greater flexibility and interaction
with the market. He is offered entry along h is
own ambiguous edge of a courtyard .
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Figure F-19. City Dweller Path: Fluctuating
Facade. The glass curtain wall is transparent
but clearly planar. The sol id fa9ade behind is
clearly opaque but with out definite boundary.
The courtyard edge is uncle�r.

Figure F-20. River Merchant Path : Intense
Threshold. The entrance to the city is
intensified by a long narrow bridge that pierces
the regularized outer opaque wall and the solid
masonry system.

Figure F-21 . River Merchant Path:
Suspended. The river merchant is suspended
above the street running in a counter direction .

Figure F-22. River Merchant Path: Push
and Pull, River Side. Pushing an pul l ing in the
layered fa9ade hints that the wall is not as solid
as it first appeared.

Figure F-23. River Merchant Path: Push
and Pull, City Side . Solidity of the city edge
is further subverted when the elevator shaft
disconnects from the building.

Figure F-24. River Merchant Path, Edge.
The river merchant is offered entry along his
own ambiguous edge of a courtyard.
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Figure F-25. Diagram - Structured Ad hoc,
Plan. The Tartan grid system seems both
haphazard and high]y systematic.

Figure F-26. Diagram - Ambiguously
Defined Courtyards, Plan. A]I of the systems
result in courtyards with ambiguous
boundaries. The gray zones are edge
conditions.

Figure F-27. Diagram - Structured Ad hoc, Section. The Tartan grid system seems both
haphazard and highly systematic.
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Figure F-28. Diagram - Ambiguously Defined Courtyards, Section. AH of the systems result
in courtyards with ambiguous boundaries. The gray zones are edge conditions.

Figure F-29. Tourist Path: Ambiguously
Defined Courtyards. The continuous roof of
the bar offers continuity while the courtyards
are discontinuous. The zone between belongs
to both systems by pushing sol ids.

Figure F-30. Tourist Path: Heavy, Solid
Box. As the sun moves the courtyard
boundaries and edges are even more
ambiguous. The sun also makes the
translucent pods seem more solid.

Figure F-32. Deserted and Occupied. When
Figure F-31. Tourist Path: Light,
the market is deserted the backl it boxes make
Transparent Box From the opposite angle
the pods are more transparent. The Tartan grid it seem completely occupied and al ive.
is apparent in discreet places among the ad
hoc.
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Figure F-33. Diagram - In-between Space.
The pods are programmatically,
environmental ly and spatially between two
systems.

Figure F-34. In-between Space. The two
systems push and pul l at this intense in
between space.
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